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Abstract. Recent progress in 2D gravity coupled to d < 1 matter, based on a represen-
tation of discrete gravity in terms of random matrices, is reported. The matrix problem

can be solved in many cases by the introduction of suitable orthogonal polynomials. Al-

ternatively in the continuum limit the orthogonal polynomial method can be shown to be

equivalent to the construction of representation of the canonical commutation relations in

terms of differential operators.

In the case of pure gravity or discrete Ising-like matter the sum over topologies is

reduced to the solution of non-linear differential equations.

The d — 1 problem can be solved by semiclassical methods.

1. Introduction

It was proposed some time ago [1] that the integral over the internal geometry of a

2D surface can be discretized as a sum over randomly triangulated surfaces. The use of

such a lattice regularization allows the partition function of 2D quantum gravity coupled to

certain matter systems to be expressed as the free energy of an associated hermitian matrix
model. This matrix realization can frequently be solved by means of large N techniques

[2] (see also [3] and references therein), and the solutions restricted to fixed topology of
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the two dimensional spacetime are found to be in agreement with the continuum Liouville

results of [4] (for a recent review and more references, see [5]).

More recently [6-8], a continuum limit that includes the sum over topologies of two-

dimensional surfaces was defined for certain matter systems coupled to 2D quantum gravity.

The continuum limit specific heat for these models was moreover found to satisfy an

ordinary differential equation, in principle allowing a full non-perturbative solution. The

models in [6-8] were later argued to correspond to 2D gravity coupled to minimal conformai

matter1 of type (p, q) — (2m — 1,2), and the differential equations satisfied by their specific

heats and correlation functions were found to be closely related to the KdV hierarchy

[6,8,10]. In particular, the specific heat for the case of pure gravity (i.e. (p, q) = (3,2), so

that d = 0) was found to satisfy the 2nd order Painlevé I equation.

In [11], it was proposed that the more general (p, q) models are similarly related to

the generalized KdV hierarchies. General properties of the differential equations of interest

were studied in [12]. The equations were shown always to follow from an action principle,

the basic action for a (p,q) model taking the form So = fR,esQf/q+l. These actions do

embody the essential features of the problem in a more compact form than the differential

equations themselves. As well, certain properties of the large order behaviour of the
solutions of these equations follow from their being derivable from an action principle [13].

Additional results can be found in [14]. Also relevant are the classic articles [15,16] on the

generalized KdV hierarchy.

Finally 2D gravity coupled with d = 1 matter has also been investigated [17].

2. The one matrix model

2.1. Matrix representation of diacretizcd 8D gravity

Following 't Hooft analysis of the large N limit of SU(N) gauge theories[18] it has

been recognized that if one considers the integral:

in which M is a N x JV hermitian matrix and:

= A2 +
*>a

1 In the nomenclature of [9], "minimal" conformai field theories are specified by two
relatively prime integers (p,g), and have dimension (central charge) d = 1 — 6(p — ?



the expansion of F = In Z for N large takes the form:

where Fx is the sum of all Feynman diagrams with Euler-Poincare characteristics x> >•«•

with h = |(2 — x) handles. It follows that the dual of a Feynman diagram contributing to
Fx can be represented as a surface of fixed topology, the powers of 03,04,... counting the

number of triangles, squares... of the surface (taking the logarithm F = InZ, yields the

gravity model free energy which represents the sum over connected surfaces only). We have

thus a formulation of discrete 2D gravity in terms of random matrices (if by convention

the area of each triangle, square... is assumed to be 1, the power of a* measures the total

area of the fc-gones).
In what follows it will be convenient to change the normalization in the integrand and

consider instead:

Z(g,<xk,N) = j dAf e-Wd|r V(M). (2.1)

Note that to describe pure gravity only one a* is needed, for instance one can use only

triangles. More general models correspond to the addition of some new degrees of freedom

on the surface.

The continuum limit The continuum limit is taken by letting the area of the surfaces

tend towards infinity. Surfaces of large area are connected with the large order behaviour
of the Taylor series expansion of Fx in powers of g and therefore to the leading singularity

of Fx(g). At g fixed the large N limit selects the surfaces of the topology of the sphere.

However it will be shown below that it is possible to take the large N limit and at the
same let g approach in some correlated way the location gc of the leading singularity, in

such a way that surfaces of infinite area and arbitrary topology contribute.

&.&. The calculation of the integral over matrices

The jacobian. The first step in the calculation of integral (2.1) is the integration over

unitary matrices, i.e. the decomposition of the measure dM in the product of the group

measure multiplied by the residual measure over the eigenvalues A,- of M, The jacobian

A2 which arises when passing from the integration over matrices to the integration over
eigenvalues can be obtained using the Faddeev-Popov trick. If one writes the hermitian

matrix M as M = U*\U, in which A is diagonal, and integrates over the unitary matrix

U one finds:

Z ==



with:

A(A) = n^-*>)- (2-3)
«y

The method of orthogonal polynomials. The essential remark is that the A(A) is the

Vandermonde determinant

Therefore if one considers a set of polynomials PB(A) such that:

Pn(A) = A" + 0(A"-1), (2.4)

then:

= detPJ-_1(A,). (2.5)

One chooses the polynomials to be orthogonal with respect to the measure dp(A) =

If one then expand the determinant A, due to the orthogonality conditions only the di-
agonal terms in the product A2 do not vanish (en is the signature of the permutation

E):

n,n»> »
= N\s0si...sN-i. (2.66)

The calculation of the initial has been reduced to the determination of the normalization

of the polynomials.

Recursion formulae. One sets:

n-l

P« = 2 a»"»P"»' (2Ja)
m=0
n+1

*P»='£bnmPm. (2.76)
m»0

From the normalization of Pn (equation (2.4)) it follows:



Note that the matrices A, B, which form a representation of the canonical commutation

relations, [A,B] = 1, can be related to the polynomial V(A) by:

I d/z(A) XPmPn = bnmam = 6mnan, (2.8)

0 = J dA^ (PnPme-NV^^) = anmsm + amnsn - y KL, (2.9)

and:

where the notation

mPn> (2.10)

has been introduced. Equation (2.8) shows that 6mn is different from 0 only if |m — nj < 1.

In what follows it will be convenient to assume that V is an even polynomial. Then the

polynomials have a defined parity and (2.7o) reduces to:

APn!=Pn.n + &„?„_.!, (2.11)

in which 6n is a short-cut notation for bn,n-i-

Specializing (2.8) to m = n - 1 one obtains the useful relation:

/
J

and thus:
N-i

F = InZ = \n(s$N\) + £(JV - n)ln6n. (2.12)
n=l

Specializing also (2.9) to m = n — 1 one finds:

9— = Vn n-l/*n-l- (2.13)

Note that since V^n can be entirely expressed in terms of 6n, this equation leads to a

recursion relation for the coefficient 6n. In the simple example:

vW-jA' + i*.

which corresponds to pure gravity, one obtains:

g^ = bn (1 + 6n_i + bn + 6n+, ). (2.14)



8.S. Large N limit, spherical topology

For N large and n/N finite bn has a limiting form independent of the boundary
conditions, solution of an algebraic equation of the form:

where W is related to V by:

In the example above:

The singularities of the free energy are related to the singularities of the function b(g). The

function 6 is singular when W'(b) vanishes. Let us call bc the corresponding value of b. If
W"(b) does not vanish, 6 has a square root singularity. This is the case for pure gravity
where:

or:

(the solution has to be continuously connected with solution 6 = 0 at g = 0). If V is an

even polynomial of degree 2m, W(b) is a polynomial of degree m and its coefficients can

be adjusted in such a way that m — 1 successive derivatives of W vanish. Then:

and 6 behaves like (setting gc = be/m):

bc-
be

In large N limit the generating function F is given by:

= N2 I* d*(l - x)\nb(gx) + F0 = F-M. + F0>
Jo

where FO is less singular. Setting gx = x' and differentiating twice with respect to g one

finds:



and thus 2 2

- * for

equation which relates directly the singular part of the generating function to the function

). If & has the behaviour (2.16) then:

This suggests the existence of a scaling region in which N becomes large at AT2 (gc —
fixed.

Interpretation of multicritical modela. If the case m = 2 has a simple interpretation
in terms of pure gravity, the interpretation of the m-raodel m > 2 is less clear in general.

The m = 3 model has been discovered to describe the Yang-Lee edge singularity on a

random lattice. More generally it is conjectured that the m model can associated with the
(2,2m - 1) minimal model of the Conformai Field Theory (CFT) classification.

The minimal critical model. If one considers the minimal critical model, i.e. the model
in which the polynomial V has the smallest degree possible at a fixed value of m, one finds,
from the explicit form of W given above, that the term of highest degree in integral (2.1)

is positive for m odd and negative for m even. This shows that in the latter case the
minimal integrals can be defined only by analytic continuation. This is the source of

serious difficulties.

£.4. Beyond the spherical approximation: pure gravity

In this section only the simplest case, pure gravity, which can be generated by a quartic
function V, will be considered. To evaluate the corrections to the large N limit one notes

that, for N large and n/N of order 1, bn becomes a function of the product gn/N only.

Therefore:
b" + "'

Note that if one believes in the scaling postulated above, N~*(gc — j)2 goes to zero. Since b

has an algebraic singularity the successive terms in the expansion are less and less singular.
Introducing expansion (2.20) in equation (2.14) one sees that the first derivative cancels.

It follows at leading order:

fc



Setting:

%)/&c - 1 - JV-2/V [# 4/5 (So - 9) /9c] , (2.22)

choice consistent with the scaling form anticipated above, one transforms equation (2.21)
into:

« = f - /"/3. (2.23)

In terms of the scaling function /, Fs-ias. is then given by:

*lg. = -£|Sp/ [*4/5 (9c - 9) /9c] . (2.24)

This equation can be more conveniently rewritten:

Sf. = _/(,), with z = N*'* (9c - g) /gc .

The Painlcve equation. Equation (2.23) is a Painlevé equation of first kind. It has

been extensively studied in the literature. Its only moveable singularities are double poles

of residue 2. Equation (2.24) shows that these poles correspond to double zeros of Z.
The solution depends on two parameters. We are interested only in solutions which have

an asymptotic expansion for z large (the topological expansion) which begins with the

spherical result (2.15), i.e. f ( z ) ~ \fz. This expansion takes the form:

It is easy to verify that all terms in the expansion of F are positive except the first one.
But the first term goes to zero when g goes to gc (and thus z goes to zero) and is thus

dominated by the regular part.

Stability of Painlevé equation and large order behaviour. To analyze the stability of

equation (2.23) near a solution /o one sets:

M = M*} + <*)•
e satisfies the linearized equation:

c" - 6/ofi = 0.

It follows:
6 oc ,-i/VW*/»)-"".

*— »-foo
The existence of the asymptotic expansion fixes one parameter, to suppress the growing
exponential. A second parameter remains free. Also this result implies that the topological

expansion is a divergent series whose terms grow like F(2Jb — 1/2) and are all negative

at large orders (they are actually negative for Jt > 0). Therefore the series is non-Borel
summable. The sum of series is ambiguous and depends on one parameter, result consistent

with the stability analysis. The meaning of this new parameter is obscure.



3. A general method: the canonical commutation relations

It is possible to study the recursion formulae (2.13) for general polynomials V(A). In

the continuous limit one finds a non-linear differential equation of more general type for

a scaling function /. However a simpler algebraic method has been found, which easily

generalizes to the several matrix problem. It is convenient to first introduce normalized

orthogonal polynomials ïïn:

Pn =

and define now the matrices A and B in terms of IIn:

n-l n+l

m=0 m=0

With this new definition the matrix B is symmetric. In ternis of the coefficients &„, now

directly defined by equation (2.11), the recursion formula for the orthogonal polynomials

becomes:

The equation for A now reads:

9
and one still has:

It is convenient to shift A, introducing a matrix C:

Then C is antisymmetric and still satisfies:

(C,B] = 1. (3.2)

A remarkable property can be verified: From the commutation relation (3.2) and the

condition cmn = 0 for |m - n| > 21 — 1, where 21 is the degree of V, it is possible to

calculate cmn in terms of 6n. In addition an equation for bn is obtained which is the

finite difference derivative of equation (2.13). The coefficient cmn are obtained by solving

recursion relations whose boundary conditions replace the coefficients of V. Since the

coefficients in V are determined by the criticality conditions, the original problem can

thus be entirely reformulated in terms of the matrix B satisfying the commutation relation



(3.2), from which the singular part of the free energy F can be calculated. It remains to

take the large N, scaling limits directly in these expressions.

The large N limit. One can expand the matrix B, considered as a function of the

continuous variable x = n/N;

The leading term, proportional to the identity, does not contribute to the commutation re-

lation. The next term is a second order differential operator. It is convenient to parametrize

B in the form:

(BE)n = ̂  (2N2 + Q) nn,

with:
Q = da-U(aO, u = N*ïl^, (3.3)

"c

where d is a notation for d/dx. The formal hermiticity of the operator Q follows directly

from the symmetry of B. It is then not too surprising that in the same limit the matrix C

becomes also a differential operator P which is moreover formally antihermitian because

C is antisymmetric. The degree of the P is seen to be at most 21 — 1 when the conditions

of muticriticality are met.

Finally, as in the pure gravity case, one verifies that the singular part is still given by:

(da:)» ~ '

The problem has thus been reduced to finding solutions of the canonical commutation

relations (3.2).

Construction of ike differential equation!». The differential equations following from

(3.2), [P, Q] = 1, may be derived as follows. The differential operator that can satisfy (3.2)

is constructed as a fractional power of the oper- ' ,'3.3). Formally, Q1/2 may be

represented within an algebra of formal pseudo-v «n Aerators as

T1} . (3.4)

The differential equations describing the (21 — 1,2) minimal model are given by

!, (3.5)



where QjjT1'2 indicates the part of Q1'1/2 with only non-negative powers of d. The formal
expansion of Q'~*/3 (an anti-hcrmitian operator) in powers of d is given by

Qi-i/2 = d2'-i „ Hlzl {U|dai-»} +... (3.6)

(where only symmetrized odd powers of d appear in this case). It is easy to show that the

commutator takes the form

(3.7)

After integration, the equation [c!|T ,Q] = 1 thus becomes

(/+|)JZ,[u] = *. (3.8)

The quantities RI in (3.7) are easily seen to satisfy the recursion relation:

While this recursion formula only determines jR}, by demanding that the RI (I ^ 0)

vanish at u = 0, one for example obtains
_ 1 1 « V O 1 if

flo = « > fli»--ti, JZ» = rrtt - T=U i2 4 16 16 (3ilo)

^-a-'+s^+^-a^-
The corresponding first Q+l are,

Qf = d, Qf =d3-|{«,d),
. « 4 (3.11)

Qf = d5-|{«,d3} + A{(3«2 + u»),d} .

The RI'S satisfy as well a functional relation that allows to write eq. (3.8) as the
variation of an action. To derive this, and for later purposes, it is useful to introduce the

"residue" and "trace" of a formal differential operator A = 5^f=-ooo«(x)^' as

Res A = o_i ,
F f (3.12)

tr<4= / cfo Res .4= / dxa_i .

This trace can be interpreted as the "logarithmic divergence" of to A = /di (x|A|x), from
which follows the cyclicity property tr AB — trBA for any two differential operators *4, D.
Since R,+i = Res A"+1/2:

The differential equation (3.8) therefore results as the variations! derivative with respect

to u of the action

(3.14)



4. (q — l)-matrix models

It is also possible to solve, by a method of orthogonal polynomials, models involving

integration over several matrices M^. The bosic identity is:

f dM<2> exp (-tr V2 (M<2>) + c tr Af <»> J\f <«

where the M ̂  are N x N hermitian matrices, the Aj their eigenvalues, and A(A) is the

Vandermonde determinant det(AJ~1). It follows:

a=l
/• \(«)\<«+l)

(AW)

•as?1
(4.1)

The result in the second line of (4.1) depends on having c0's that couple matrices along a

line (with no closed loops so that the integrations over the relative angular variables in the

M(a)'s can be performed.) Via a diagrammatic expansion, the matrix integrals in (4.1)

can be interpreted to generate a sum over discretized surfaces, where the different matrices

Af (a) represent q — 1 different matter states that can exist at the vertices. The quantity Z

in (4.1) thereby admits an interpretation as the partition function of 2D gravity coupled

to matter. Note that matter has only a finite number of states. Furthermore the only

possible symmetry which can be implemented corresponds to reversing the line. Therefore

these matrix models can only represent Ising-likc matter on a random lattice.

Generalized orthogonal polynomials. To solve the matrix models one defines general-

ized orthogonal polynomials IIR(A) satisfying:

... A<«-'> nm A nB A<«-'> = «mn, (4.2)

where the measure d/i is:



To derive recursion formulae one then inserts A(°> and d/dA<°> respectively in the integral
(4.2). It is convenient to introduce a matrix Bu associated with A(<l) and defined by:

A"» dM A<« . . . dA<«-» nm A« = (Ba]mn

where dp (A^) . . . dA*""1)) is the same integrand as in (4.2) but integrated over the a — I
first variables. Note that one can also define Ba, using a similar expression but in which the

roles of A(1) and A('-1) are exchanged, i.e. by integrating over A(a+1\ . . . , A**-1*. Then,
integrating over all A's, one obtains the relation:

5 _ toDa — oa.

One also defines the matrix AI :

With these definitions, after inserting d/dA^0) in (4.2), one finds:

VKBi),

12(*a) f o r l < a < g - l , (4.3)

with ^L,_I = tti, B,_i = 5i, and [A^Bi] = 1.

Equations (4.3) imply:

Cot [Ba, Ba+i] = Ca_i [Ba-l , BO] = 1, (4.4)

and thus:
-!. (4.5)

Inspired by the one-matrix case one then introduces matrices CQ defined by:

Ca = ca.1Ba.l-iV^(Ba) fo ra> l .

It follows from these definitions and equations (4.4), (4.5):

[C'en -Bot] = 1»

fo r a<c - l , (4.6)



Za symmetry. When V0 = Vq-a and ca = Cj-i-a, the matrix problem bas a Za

symmetry corresponding to the mapping of matrices M^ H* M^*"*). This symmetry
yields the relations:

Jjc, = £FO = JJq—ci'

It follows:

The free energy. Finally it is necessary to calculate the coefficient of highest degree

n °f the polynomials IIn. One finds the relation:

and thus:
P = lnZ = ln(7V!so«!i ••••SN-I) .

AT-i (4 7)

n=l

Note that with the help of the recursion relations it is easy to show that the matrices B\

and C\ have non-vanishing matrix elements only for a strip along the diagonal, the width

of the strip being related to q and the degrees of the polynomials Va.

4-1. The continuum limit

In the N — » oo limit, it can be argued, with arguments similar to those presented in

the one-matrix case, that the matrices Ba and CQ again become differential operators of

finite order, say p, q respectively (where p > q is assumed), Qa, Pa- These still satisfy

[P, <?] = !• (4.8)

In the continuum limit of the matrix problem (i.e. the "double" scaling limit, which here

means couplings in (4.1) tuned to certain critical values), Q becomes a differential operator

of the form

Q = d« + {«,_2(x),d«-2}+ ... +2«0(x). (4.9)

(By a change of basis of the form Q -» /-1(i)Q/(i), the coefficient of d*'1 may always

be set to zero.) The continuum scaling limit of the multi-matrix models is thus abstracted
to the mathematics problem of finding solutions of (4.8).



The "grade" of d is defined to be 1, so that the grade2 of v9_0 is a for an operator Q

of overall grade q. The (q — l)-matrix model provides the minimum number of matrices
required to realize a <?th order differential operator Q. (We can of course realize lower order

differential operators by suitable (de-)tuning of couplings in (4.1) since fe-matrix models

with k < q — 1 are always embedded as submodels.)

The function v9_2 can be identified (up to normalization) in the continuum scaling

limit with the second derivative of the free energy with respect to the cosmological constant

(here proportional to x). Equivalently v9_2 can be written in terms of the 2-pomt function

of a puncture operator P, ug_2 oc (PP).

The differential equations (4.8) may be constructed as follows. For p, q relatively

prime, a pth order differential operator that can satisfy (4.8) is constructed as a fractional

power of the operator Q of (4.9). Formally, a gth root may again be represented within an

algebra of formal pseudo-differential operators as

oo

(4.10)

The differential equations describing the (p, q) minimal model are given by

[QP+'\ Q] = 1, (4.11)

where Q+ indicates the part of Qf/g with only non-negative powers of d.

The parametrization in (4.9) has been chosen so that if v9_2j_i = 0 (for I integer),

then Q is formally hermitian for q even, and anti-hermitian for q odd. This is the situation

with no TLi symmetry breaking (where the 7L^ refers to the symmetry under reflecting

the line of matrices about its center). In the TL?, symmetric case, all of the C2/'s in (4.10)

vanish — the parameters u?_2i-i are ~8-i odd, and enter into the ej/'s of (4.10) only in odd

powers, and into the 621+1*8 only in even powers.

4-2. Example: the critical Ising model (4,$)

The Ising model has a natural realization as a two-matrix model [20] in which the two

matrices represent the +/- states of an Ising spin. The two-matrix model has been first

2 This notion of grade is related to the conventional scaling weights of operators. It can
also be used to determine the terms that may appear in many equations, since these will
only relate terms of overall equal grade.



solved directly using recursion relations [21]. À simpler derivation follows from considering

the commutation relation (4.10) [11,12] with

(412)

where w is a 7Z.2 breaking field, ultimately resulting in coupling to a magnetic field (and

where v can be set equal to — 8J22/3, but it is convenient to leave it free, later to be
determined equivalently by equations of motion). For generality, a term —t(d? — u), which

represents a deviation from criticality of the Ising model, i.e. in the direction of pure gravity

(as described by the Painlevé equation R<i[u} ~ x — recall that [Q+, Q] = 4-Rj) will also
be added to P. From (4.11) follow two equations given by setting the d2 and d coefficients

to zero. After integration one finds

(4.13a)

-h (4.136)

(where the constant of integration can be set to zero in (4.13a) by shifting v). The last

equation, coming from the non-differential term, can be combined with (4.13o, 6) and

integrated to yield
x = -SR3 + 2Uv - \v" + f tu2 + 4< Rz . (4.13c)

2 4 fi

It can be verified that (4.13a,6,c) can be derived as derivatives respectively with respect

to v, to, u of the action

/

p i fi 1 ft
dx I—fa + 4R2v + -flow2 - -tR3

1 3 <
+ -ti;'2 + ~(u + i)u;2 — hw — xu\ .

iL & J

Correlation functions of the spin field and energy operator (which have dressed gravita-

tional weights (KPZ) equal to | and \] can be calculated by taking derivatives of the

solution u with respect to h and t.

4-3. Generalizations, open problems

General actions. It can be verified that action (4.14) can be written in a more general

form:

S,,ins = tr (<?7/< + *2 Q*'4 + «, Q1/2 + to Q1'4) , (4.15)



where we take Q = (da - w)3 + {tu,d} + v. More generally the action for (q — l)-matrix

models which generates all equations derived from the commutation relation [P,Q] = I
can be written:

_ a M Q
ff~* 9~*

Jt=l o=0 or=0

with
J-2

a=0

Open problems. Many questions require further investigation. For example it is non-
trivial to solve many of the equations which have been derived. The perturbation expansion

can be shown to be non-Borel summable in many cases of interest, and the solutions of

the differential equations depend on at least one parameter which cannot be fixed even in
principle by requiring the solution to have the right perturbative expansion.

It is possible to integrate over unitary matrices provided the connection between ma-

trices involves no loop. However the method of orthogonal polynomials is only applicable
in the case explained above.

Finally in the most interesting problems (in particular to extend the analysis beyond

d = 1 matter) it is not possible even to integrate over the unitary group.
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